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IODONIUM POLYIODIDE CRYSTALS
IN THE FRAMEWORK OF PERIODIC CALCULATIONS
WITH LOCALIZED ATOMIC BASIS SETS
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Methodological features of the crystal structure modeling for compounds with three-center
halogen bond formed by two electron donors S–I+–S in polyiodide crystals were considered within the framework of periodic calculations based on localized atomic orbitals. The analysis of applying the different basis sets, effective core potentials, density functional theory functionals, and
Grimme dispersion corrections revealed their effect on the geometric, electronic and vibrational
properties obtained in calculations. Distribution of S-I bond lengths in S–I+–S fragment was analyzed. The effect of hybrid functional was demonstrated in the significant elongation of S-I distance. The treatment of dispersion interactions via Grimme approach did not significantly influence obtained results. The calculated vibration modes in medium wavenumber region of characteristic cationic stretching vibrations were validated according to experimental Raman spectra
and were found to be in good agreement for C-N, C-C and C=S stretching vibrations. Small-core
effective potential was shown to be effective for representation of bond lengths in S–I+–S fragment and gave reasonable results for vibrational data for cationic stretching vibrations. Taking into account relativistic effect on the level of basis set led to fine reproducibility of S-I bond
lengths although in polyiodides of complex structure it should be treated with caution due to
possible incorrect representation of interanionic distances.
Keywords: iodonium salt, three-center halogen bond, periodic DFT calculations, localized
atomic basis set, polyiodide, Raman spectroscopy.

Introduction
Iodonium salts are a part of important group of iodine-hypervalent compounds [1] designed mainly
for the purposes of organic synthesis in tasks of performing arylation reactions [2]. As an alternative to
the classical halogen bond, a positively charged iodine atom can be involved in three-center halogen
bond with two electron donors named as a four‐ electron halogen bond [3]. Due to the large electron
delocalization, the structural fragments with three-center halogen bond are stable. These interactions
have the covalent and electrostatic character simultaneously, nevertheless, for iodonium complexes dominates the properties of a halogen bond [4]. Depending on heteroatom binding to iodine atom one can
obtain C–I+–C [5], N–I+–N [6], S–I+–S [7] symmetric and asymmetric derivatives. Beyond practical
preparative aspects the questions of bonding inside such fragments has been considered in the series of
works from different points of view: orbital approach, theoretic electron density descriptors and some
others. Nevertheless this topic is still open for discussions.
Among counter anions forming iodonium salts halide anions play a main role. Iodide derivatives
especially polyiodide ones have been recently obtained and studied not only in the direction of synthetic
applications but for antithyroid drugs based on known affinity of iodine derivatives to the thyroid issues [8]. The novel crystalline polyiodides on the stage of their structural characterization are often studied with Raman spectroscopy, as it is a very sensitive instrument to the features of bonding within and
between polyiodide units [9–12]. Thus, the task of assignment experimental Raman data is of high practical importance. Sometimes it is hardly possible due to multiple vibration bands in low wavenumber
region and lack of reliable literature data about characteristic ranges of target bands. Thus, a combination of theoretic and experimental Raman spectra can give a clue to the correct solution in such particular complicated cases. From this point of view, the problem of obtaining Raman data from periodic ab
initio calculation is highly relevant although sometimes not so simple due to the necessity of timeconsuming calculation possible only on the facilities of supercomputer centers.
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Versatile studies of electronic characteristic on the basis of periodic ab initio calculations have been
performed recently for the row of organic polyiodides with N-, S-containing heterocycles [13, 14]. Gasphase calculations which are the most widely used for structural characterization of polyiodide and
iodonium salts [15, 16] are not the best choice as ignoring of the effect of crystal surrounding and underestimation of dispersion interactions lead to significant elongation of bond lengths as well as in the
worst case total impossibility to reproduce structural features of polyiodide anion when it is composed
of different subunits located on significant distances from each other. The usage of Density Functional
Theory (DFT) calculations with periodic boundary conditions directly treating the infinite translations in
the crystal phase can significantly improve the quality of obtained theoretic structural data. The choice
of program package for modelling arises from the features of bonding taking place in typical organic
crystals. Electronic features in the iodonium salts formed by organic cation and bound halide anion are
manifested in rather localized distribution of electronic cloud. This fact encloses them to typical molecular crystals much more than to metal derivatives with delocalized behavior of electrons inside crystal
phase. On the modern stage the treatment of periodicity and crystal symmetry in the framework of tight
binding approximation can be better realized within DFT using localized atomic basis sets as implemented in the CRYSTAL17 code. The exploitation of Kohn-Sham approach lies in the task of treating
interacting electrons in the static field of atomic nuclei is simplified up to analysis of movement of independent electrons in under efficient potential, including static potential of atomic nuclei as well as partial
consideration of exchange interaction and electronic correlation.
The calculations of such complicated many-electron systems is impossible without the usage of
theoretic approximations mainly based on one-electron approach so that each of the electrons in many
electron systems moves in the field of atomic nuclei and effective field of all other electrons. Selfconsistent field procedure is based on the iterative solvation of system of equations with initially chosen
zero-approximation of functions for further formation of density matrix. The cyclic calculation proceeds
until the values of one-electron εj and total energies E of the system do not coincide within the predefined delta values obtained on the previous step. Significant differences in solid state calculations in
comparison to molecular ones on this step lie in the increased and infinite value of electrons in crystal.
This leads to the consideration of crystal under symmetry operators so that all equivalent points of space
should be put into correspondence independently on the absence or presence of atoms in these points.
Thus, summation for the formation of density matrix is taken out for each occupied energy zones and
inside them for each wave vector values inside Brilloiun zone. The complexity of this procedure is due
to the necessity of summation on each step of self-consistent iteration over Brilloium zone. The practical
usage of this task is realized using Pack-Monkhorst scaling scheme consisting of predefined net of
points so that each of three vectors in the reverse cell is divided into equivalent intervals.
Localized atomic basis sets bases on Gauss-type orbitals allow reasonable treatment of both valence
and core regions [17], although overall number of shells stays small-scale. Such approach is beneficial
for the calculation of vibrational characteristics, [18], especially Raman ones including the high computationally demand calculation of intensity, modelling of powder and polarized spectra, consideration of
experimental conditions on the level of empirical correction to temperature and laser excitation wavelength [19].
The question of relativistic effects becomes significant for heavy elements, including halogens, such
as bromine and iodine. In the present study we perform an attempt to take them into account on the level
of chosen basis sets from two basic approaches: one will include Douglas-Kroll-Hess methodology [20,
21] and the other will de due to the usage of relativistic effective core potential (ECP). It has been shown
in the work [22], that relativistic effects are mainly manifested in the behavior of valence 1s and 2p orbitals. It has been demonstrated in the work [23] that the obtaining of high-quality results in calculated
electron density with ECP is possible if we use small-core potentials. Thus, a combination of these two
approaches will be tested in this work.
Practical works devoted to improve the reproducibility of experimental Raman data in the calculated spectra have been recently reported for the row of polyiodides with organic heterocyclic cations of
different structure and composition [9–12]. Now these observations are scaled for the tasks of simultaneous treatment of both polyiodide anions and iodonium S–I+–S fragments in the present study. Thus, a
computational task of this work was to examine a combination of basis sets and DFT functionals in or102
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der to better reproduce structural, electronic and vibrational parameters of crystal structures included S–
I+–S fragments and polyiodide anions.
Calculations
Periodic quantum chemical calculations were performed using the CRYSTAL17 program [24] with
different functionals and basis sets in order to better reproduce geometric, electronic and vibrational
properties of the studied objects with S–I+–S fragment in the molecular structure. Localization of the
equilibrium geometry of the crystal structure was carried with fixed unit cell parameters so that the results to be closer to experimental diffraction data initially chosen as starting point. K-point sampling was
done using a Monkhorst-Pack grid of 8 × 8 × 8. The calculations were performed on the TORNADO
LSM supercomputer of South Ural State University.
Test of functionals and basis sets included standard B3LYP and PBE0 choice as well as the upgrade
due to the treatment of dispersion interactions according to the scheme suggested by Grimme [25, 26].
The test of basis set included variants of the best available basis sets for iodine atoms: fully electronic
DZVP basis, DZP-DKH implementing Douglas-Kroll-Hess scheme for relativistic effect [27] and fully
relativistic small-core multielectron pseudopotential ECP mdf28 combined with VDZ basis for valence
electrons, designed by University of Stuttgart [28]. The basis set choice for C, H, N, S, atoms was made
according to CRYSTAL17 site where the TZVP basis set designed by Peintinger [29]. Theoretic Raman
active modes and their intensities have been computed in couple-perturbed Kohn-Sham approach with
B3LYP/TZVP, DZVP and PBE0-D3/ECP mdf28-VDZ levels of theory in order to interpret experimental spectra and assign multiple low-wavenumber bands. Hessian matrix calculation was extremely timeconsuming due to large size of crystallographic cell consisting of 42 atoms in the symmetrically independent part of the cell. The calculation of three displacements of each atoms in three directions took
approximately 20 hours on 10 nodes in parallel, so that overall calculations take more than a month for
each level of theory.
Results and Discussion
Analysis of CSD ver. 2020.1 [30] in order to find structures with similar S–I+–S fragment resulted
in 9 examples of independent crystal structures (no disorder, only organic), the summary of their structural parameters is presented in Table 1 and Fig. 1. S–I+–S fragment can be either noncentrosymmetric
with different S–I bond lengths depending on S-derived fragments and the crystal structure surrounding
or centrosymmetric with equal S–I distances.
Structural parameters in S–I+–S fragment in considered crystal structures

№
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Organic cation compound
Benzimidazole-2-thione-di-iodine
bis(benzimidazole-2-thio)iodonium
Bis(N-Methylbenzo-thiazole-2thio)iodonium
Bis(5-trifluoromethyl-pyridinium2-thio)iodonium triiodide
Bis(thiourea)iodine iodide
Bis(1,3-Dimethyl-2-thioureaS)iodonium tri-iodide
2-Imidazolidinethione
5-Methyl-1,3,4-thiadiazole-2(3H)thione iodonium pentaiodide
Bis(thiazoline-2-thione)-iodonium
polyiodide
4-Phenyl-5H-1,2,3-dithiazole-5thione polyiodide
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Table 1

S(1)–I+ bond
length, Å
2.597
2.670
2.601
2.592

I+–S(2) bond
length, Å

Anion type

Reference

2.702

I3–

[8]

2.634
2.624

I5 …I2
I5–…I2

[31]
[32]

2.597

2.691

I3-

[33]

2.629
2.602
2.623
2.628
2.623
2.624

2.629
2.654
2.635
2.630
2.638
2.645

2.654
2.629

–

–

I

[34]

2I3–

[35]

I–, I3–
I5–
I5–

[36]
[7]
[37]

2.654

I3–…I2

[38]

2.631

I3–…I2

[39]
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Fig. 1. Cations formed by tree-center halogen bonds whith iodonium atom

The structure of bis(1,3-Dimethyl-2-thiourea-S)iodonium tri-iodide 5 exhibits in its composition two S–I+–S
fragments with different bond lengths. Crystal structure of (benzimidazole-2-thione-di-iodine) (bis(benzimidazole2-thio)iodonium) 1 represents an interesting example of simultaneous existence in one crystal structure of two limit
cases of bonding: S–I+–I and S–I+–S. The distribution of S–I bond lengths in the structures from Table 1 is presented in Fig. 2, where blue columns correspond to the shortest bond length, while the red ones – to the longer
ones between two neighboring bonds in S–I+–S fragment.

Fig. 2. Distribution of S-I bond lengths
in S–I+–S fragments selected for analysis

The close attention to the modelling of S–I+–S fragment originates from the iodonium salt based on dithiazole
derivative 9, fragment of its structure is presented in Fig. 1. The crystal struture 9 demonstrates typical values of
S–I bond length in almost symmetrical S–I+–S fragment: 2.629 and 2.631 Å according to Fig. 2. Multiple polyiodide subunits as well as S–I+–S fragment altogether made this structure a tricky task for theoretical approach. The
results of performed calculations for the structures 4, 8 and 9 are summarized in Table 2. Note that the Table 2
illustrates the results of varying basis sets for iodine atoms and invariable TZVP basis set for the rest C, N, S, H
atoms. It can be seen that B3LYP choice leads to the largest elongation of S−I bond in 9, the change to PBE0 with
the same DZVP set gives more reasonable results. Although the test cases reveal good agreement with experiment
(Δ = + 0.011 Å for 4 and 0.009 Å for 8), still for 9 this approximation leads to increase of asymmetry between two
104
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S−I bonds in S−I+−S fragment (difference between two bond length is 0.028 Å instead of 0.002 Å in experiment)
and addition of Grimme dispersion correction for better treatment of noncovalent interactions does not improve the
data. The shift to DKH scheme or the usage of relativistic ECP potential both lead to significant improvement:
Δ = 0.01 Δ for shorter S−I bond and 0.012 Å for longer one, the difference between them is ideally consistent with
the experiment.
Table 2
DFT functionals and atomic localized basis sets influence the S−I bond lengths in crystals with S−I+−S fragment

Object / Level of theory
4 / B3LYP, DZVP (I)
4 / PBE0, DZVP (I)
4 / PBE0-D3, DZVP (I)
4 / PBE0-D3, DZP-DKH (I)
4 / PBE0-D3, 28mdf-vdz (I)
8 / PBE0-D3, DZVP (I)
9 / B3LYP, DZVP (I)
9 / PBE0, DZVP (I)
9 / PBE0-D3, DZVP (I)
9 / PBE0-D3, DZP-DKH (I)
9 / PBE0-D3, 28mdf-vdz (I)

S−I lengths (Å) before optimization

2.629

2.654

2.629

2.631

S−I lengths (Å) after optimization
2.678
2.639
2.640
2.634
2.627
2.663
2.684
2.715
2.639
2.667
2.640
2.667
2.639
2.643
2.640
2.643

Another point of consideration for the choice of theoretic approximation is the reproducibility of bond length
and intermolecular distances in the anionic part of the cell. As an example the structure 9 has been chosen due to
the diversity of I…I and I…S noncovalent interactions in its structure. Their correct treatment in theory can be
extremely essential for the obtaining of fine spectral characteristics. Thus, from the point of correct anion treatment
PBE0-D3 DZVP-DKH is not the best choice. It is because of such basis set integrates both I3− and I2 in one discrete
anion by significantly decreasing the distance between terminal atoms in triiodide anion and diiodine molecule
(–0.27 Å) and increasing the length of covalent bond in another diiodine molecule (+0.61 Å) located on the other
side of the triiodide anion.
Calculated vibrational properties of the studied compound 9 should be validated with respect to experiment
in medium wavenumber region below 1700 cm −1 typical for the vibrations of heterocyclic dithiazolium cation
(Table 3).
Table 3
Experimental bands [39] and calculated Raman active modes of 9 and their assignment,
bold corresponds to the bands of high intensity

Experiment, ωexp, cm–1
480
603, 617
647
861
1024
1040
1123
1268

Calculations, ωcalc, cm−1
PBE0-D3,
B3LYP/TZVP,
TZVP,
DZVP
mdf28vdz
467
483
610
618
666
669
881
854
1030
1026
1053
1036
1156
1177
1299
1319

Assignment of experimental bands
and calculated modes
Stretching, υ S–S
In-plane bending of dithiazole ring
In-plane bending of benzene ring
Stretching, υ N–S, υ C–S
δ benzene ring + δ C–H
bending of benzene + dithiazole ring
Stretching, υ C–C, υ C=S
Stretching, υ C–C

It is worth noting, that in consistence with geometrical characteristics presented in the table 2 and 3 the reproducibility of spectral characteristics of polyiodide anion part is better using B3LYP/DZVP, TZVP model, while the
positions of bending vibrations in the region 200–1000 cm−1 is better reproduced by PBE0D3 level of theory with
small-core fully relativistic ECP mdf28. The reproducibility of characteristic bands in both cases was reasonable,
the calculated bands of stretching C−C and C=S vibrations were overestimated for average 30 cm−1 for B3LYP and
50 cm−1 for PBE-D3 mdf28vdz which is consistent with precomputed scaling factors for standard functionals: for
example, the scaling factor 0.965 for the B3LYP/TZVP combination of basis set and functional.
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Conclusions
In this research, we have studied the methodological questions of theoretic treatment of iodonium
salts with S–I+–S fragment coexisting with polyiodide anion. As a result of the study, the following generalizations can be formulated: low-wavenumber region of Raman active vibrations is better described
with PBE0-D3 ECP mdf28 approximation, geometric characteristic of S–I+–S fragment are adequately
described by PBE0-D3 with DZVP and DZP-DKH. Nevertheless, DZP-DKH basis set in combination
with PBE0-D3 completely disturbs inter- and intra-anion distances in 4-Phenyl-5H-1,2,3-dithiazole-5thione polyiodide, so it should be used with caution to model anions with complex structures consisting
of several polyiodide units. Grimme dispersion D3 correction does not significantly influence on the
bond lengths within S–I+–S fragment although it drastically changes the lengths between triiodide and
diiodine subunits. The main challenges for all tested basis sets were the lengths of bound diiodine molecule, which in all the cases were significantly elongated: +0.034 Å in the best case for mdf28-vdz.
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КРИСТАЛЛЫ ИОДОНИЕВЫХ ПОЛИИОДИДОВ
В РАМКАХ ПЕРИОДИЧЕСКИХ РАСЧЁТОВ
С ЛОКАЛИЗОВАННЫМИ АТОМНЫМИ БАЗИСНЫМИ НАБОРАМИ
И.Д. Юшина, Е.В. Барташевич
Южно-Уральский государственный университет, г. Челябинск, Россия
Методологические особенности моделирования кристаллической структуры соединений с трехцентровой галогенной связью S–I+–S, образованной двумя донорами электронов
в кристаллах полииодидов рассматривались в рамках периодических квантовомеханических расчетов на основе локализованных атомных орбиталей. Анализ применения различных базисных наборов, эффективных остовных потенциалов, функционалов в
теории функционала плотности и дисперсионных поправок по Гримме выявил особенности влияния выбора метода на геометрические, электронные и колебательные свойства,
полученные в расчетах. Эффект влияния гибридного функционала проявлялся в значительном удлинении связи S–I. Учет дисперсионных взаимодействий на уровне эмпирической поправки Гримме существенно не влиял на качество получаемых данных. Рассчитанные моды колебаний в области средних волновых чисел характерных катионных валентных колебаний проверены на соответствие с экспериментальными спектрами комбинаци108
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Кристаллы иодониевых полииодидов
в рамках периодических расчётов…

онного рассеяния, показано хорошее соответствие, в том числе для валентных колебаний
C–N, C–C и C=S. Малоостовный потенциал продемонстрировал хорошие результаты в
воспроизведении длин связей в S–I+–S фрагменте и колебательных характеристик в области валентных колебаний в катионе. Учет релятивистских эффектов на уровне базисного
набора позволил воспроизвести длины S–I связей в кристалле, однако применение этого
расчетного приближения для полииодидов сложного строения должно производиться с осторожностью из-за возможного искажения расстояний между полииодидными субъединицами.
Ключевые слова: йодониевые соли, трехцентровая галогеновая связь, периодические
DFT-расчеты, локализованный атомный базисный набор, полииодид, спектроскопия
комбинационного рассеяния.
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